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STOCK TRADING STRATEGIES to get started today...■

Here are 6■ simple strategies which you can use if you are still struggling to trade

cash stocks!

They are very simple yet very effective if you can stick to them■

Ready to learn?

Let's go■...

1■ CCI & Pivot based strategy to ride massive trends in stocks

Don't forget to checkout the fundamental parameters!

https://t.co/dNI79bNiQe

For 7 yrs I struggled to ride trends..

& in 2015-17 when I started learning TA smthng crazy happened..

Here is a simple strategy that helped me..

\u2022 Identify turning points in stocks

\u2022 Find quality stocks

\u2022 Not panic & ride trends

\u2022 Finally make \U0001f4b8

CCI & Pivot Strategy\U0001f9f5.. pic.twitter.com/S0QFx00541

— Trendline Investor (@dmdsplyinvestor) April 30, 2022
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2■ Multi-time frame positional strategy based on CCI with examples

https://t.co/iOr7sP1yrW

There are 1000s of indicators in Technical Analysis...

But you need to MASTER ONLY ONE\U0001f3afto win in markets...

I selected 'Commodity channel index' (CCI) as my PRIMARY INDICATOR & all my scanners are a variation of this...

MULTI TIMEFRAME POSITIONAL STRATEGY using CCI...\U0001f9f5 pic.twitter.com/4O2PrBxSw9

— Trendline Investor (@dmdsplyinvestor) May 12, 2022

3■ Only CCI based investment strategy - You can catch massive trends in stocks with good Sales/PAT growth using this

one

https://t.co/5JQcrBjkZv

My CCI based investment strategy - How does it work? A thread.

Objective: Identify stocks that are entering a phase of momentum on the upside and ride the stock until momentum

weakens.1/n

— Trendline Investor (@dmdsplyinvestor) May 23, 2020

4■ Tradingview code for strategy shared by @heartwon based on the long term and short term EMA

https://t.co/ENbKkgiNwx

A brilliant concept based on the long term and short term EMA by @heartwon. I'm here on twitter for such stuff that

helps me build my systems. Really good one. Here is the trading view indicator that I coded. Please RT for

everyone's benefit. 1/3 https://t.co/uleWiysyL1

— Trendline Investor (@dmdsplyinvestor) July 5, 2020

5■ Tradingview code for strategy shared by

@MaverickAmit01 & @ydstartupreneur

based on RSI, Awesome oscillator and MACD

https://t.co/RrpeJKDJ3K

Quickly coded & backtested the strategy discussed by @MaverickAmit01 @ydstartupreneur which comprises RSI,

Awesome oscillator and MACD. Here it goes. https://t.co/jrDNsm2BH4

— Trendline Investor (@dmdsplyinvestor) June 22, 2020
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6■ Tradingview code for 13 & 34 ema crossover explained by @Singh7575

https://t.co/QUxG2ZwNmu

Tradingview code for 13 & 34 ema crossover explained by @Singh7575 \U0001f64f Works pretty good on daily TF

and even better on weekly TF. With good risk management & a pyramiding strategy, this can turn out to be a really

good strategy for short term trading and long term investing 1/3

— Trendline Investor (@dmdsplyinvestor) June 19, 2020

7■ If there are many requests then I'll publish these strategies in @tradingview @in_tradingview as well!

Let me know in the comments if you need!

Learnt something? If yes, please■

1. Retweet the first tweet https://t.co/8LerkSYzcw

2. Follow @dmdsplyinvestor

3. Subscribe to my YouTube channel for more content! https://t.co/yNCTzHWpi6

STOCK TRADING STRATEGIES to get started today...\U0001f4b8

Here are 6\u20e3 simple strategies which you can use if you are still struggling to trade cash stocks!

They are very simple yet very effective if you can stick to them\U0001f913

Ready to learn?

Let's go\U0001f9f5...

— Trendline Investor (@dmdsplyinvestor) November 8, 2022
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